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John Johnson\(^1\) called nongovernmental organization activism on issues of private environmental governance "quiescent." That is almost exactly what I want to talk about today. I would not use the word quiescent so much as inadequate, but I intend to address the same issue. If private environmental governance is growing in importance—if it is possibly becoming a substitution for public regulation, as some have suggested—then we need to think carefully about how advocacy organizations participate in private environmental governance.

But before I embark on a deeper exploration of this question, I want to share a very short story. When I was in eighth grade, I wrote a paper on the 1968 Democratic National Convention, as some of you may know—or, heaven forbid, remember—there was a lot of unrest at that convention. In particular, the Yippies pushed, they protested, they even nominated a pig for the Democratic candidacy.\(^2\) With everything happening in the world, the Yippies thought that pushing on their friends was more effective than pushing on their enemies—in that case, the Republican Party. That is the task I am taking here. If this seems like an attack on my follow environmentalists, please keep in mind that I only pick on them because it is where I think we can generate the most positive change, not because I have any existential dissatisfaction with their work.

One of the things I want to do here is coin a term. The term is "pragativism." I have come up with the word because I have been thinking about how the philosophy of pragmatism applies to environmental activism. So, there you have the etymology: pragmatism plus activism equals pragativism.

Pragmatism is an American philosophical tradition that has been applied in the law, including to judicial decision-making\(^3\) and administrative decision-making.\(^4\) But nobody has yet considered the role of pragmatism in environmental activism.

I think it is important to study the subject because a lot of activists explicitly describe their efforts as pragmatic. For example, the Environmental Defense Fund ("EDF"), my primary study subject today, uses the word "pragmatic" 170 times on its website, and the Nature Conservancy uses the word 230 times.\(^5\)

I propose that, while the frequent use of the word does not have a lot to do with pragmatic philosophy, it does embody a consistent ideology and practice, which, among other
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things, includes particular deference to private environmental governance.

That nexus is why the conversation about pragativism is relevant here. We tend to think of advocacy organizations as pressuring for public policy changes, but more and more there is a move towards advocacy organizations focusing on private behavior. In some cases, you see organizations like the World Wildlife Fund and the Nature Conservancy even acting more like consultancies than advocates. But this discussion will focus more on advocacy around private environmental governance than consulting, although I think that role is quite important as well.

To bring this thinking to life, I want to start with an Endangered Species Act ("ESA") case study. Although the ESA is obviously a public regulatory regime, over the years it has spawned a number of creative private tools such as Habitat Conservation Plans, which invite private planning in return for more flexibility in harming listed species, and Candidate Conservation Agreements, which welcome private conservation as a substitute for species listing in the first place. Both of these tools trade public regulation for private governance, with the laudable aim of achieving more effective conservation.

My point here is not to argue that the ESA is a private governance tool. It obviously is not. But it does create a surprising space for private efforts. Sometimes these efforts are laudable and sometimes they are a disaster. The question then is how advocacy organizations, particularly those who pride themselves on being pragmatic, balance strong environmental protection and flexible private governance in their own advocacy strategy.

The story of the Dunes Sagebrush Lizard is a tale of misplaced reliance on private governance that may have turned out the way it did because of an organizational commitment to pragativism. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS") proposed to list the Dunes Sagebrush Lizard under the ESA because its populations had been declining for at least thirty years. Much of the lizard's key habitat was on land owned by oil and gas companies in Texas. Unsurprisingly, the Texas oil and gas industry sought to avoid building in lizard habitat and gas industry.

The Texas Conservation Plan is a voluntary plan. No landowner is forced to join and the terms of the plan are unenforceable—that is, there are apparently no standards to which the State of Texas or the FWS can hold the industry. I say "apparently" no standards because of the way the details are obfuscated in the Texas Conservation Plan, which I will explain in a moment. In any case, if any standards do exist, they are not included in the actual Texas Conservation Plan. Instead, they are written into "certificates of inclusion." These certificates are essentially private contracts by which individual private landowners sign on to participate in the Plan under terms that they privately negotiate.

To be clear, the Plan itself offers guidance. The Plan says that landowners should avoid building in lizard habitats if possible, and, if they must build in habitat, then they should, if they are willing, minimize destruction, and, if they must destroy habitat, then it would be nice if they would mitigate that destruction. I'm being glib and paraphrasing, but the content really is not an exaggeration. The only potentially enforceable requirement in the Plan is a total cap on habitat conversion. However, I have serious doubts about the ability to enforce that. Specific requirements—if any exist—apply variably to different landowners as they are included only in individual certificates.

Here is the rub: the certificates are completely confidential. Not only are they confidential to the public, but they are also confidential to the FWS. As such, citizens, public interest groups, academics, scientists, and the federal government agency charged with implementing the ESA are all prohibited from reviewing the agreements that purport to conserve the species in question.

As if that is not a troubling enough exercise of private governance at the expense of public governance, the Texas Con—
The conservation Plan was also privately implemented. The Texas Oil and Gas Association incorporated a new nonprofit to take responsibility for the plan and it established a three-person board of directors made up entirely of registered lobbyists for the Texas Oil and Gas Association.23

Despite what looks like a pretty lousy deal for the Dunes Sagebrush Lizard—one that over-relies on private leadership at the expense of species conservation—the FWS concluded that this plan was good enough and decided to withdraw its listing proposal.24

There is a lot to unpack here, but the part of this story that stands out the most is the rhetoric that surrounded the final decision. For example, EDF immediately spoke out in support of the Texas Conservation Plan. EDF praised this landmark policy as “proof that working with landowners can pay big dividends for wildlife.”25 EDF released this statement at the time the FWS made its non-listing decision.26 Given that little time had passed, it was impossible to say that the Texas Conservation Plan was proof of “big dividends for wildlife.” If anything, it was merely proof that private governance can displace public governance. However you feel about that observation, you have to agree that it would be years before EDF, or anybody else, could conclude that the Plan would benefit the lizard population.

Years have passed, and the Plan turns out not to have been such a great deal for the lizard. Defenders of Wildlife documented significant habitat destruction, lack of mitigation, and the fact that all of this was going unreported, all of which the industry and the State of Texas initially denied.27 Luckily, the use of satellite imagery offered conclusive proof.28

I was surprised that what seemed like such a bad environmental move drew praise from EDF, a well-respected environmental advocacy organization. Of course, EDF has been at the forefront of “collaborative,” “cooperative,” “win-win,” privately driven environmental protection for at least thirty years.29 EDF might be the original pragtivist organization. They have said often that this form of governance and their advocacy for it is pragmatic.30 My hypothesis here is that EDF’s self-identification as pragmatists may have inadvertently led to a focus on tools they perceive as pragmatic at the expense of larger environmental goals.

This brings us to the point where I have to tell you a little more about pragmatism and pragtivism.

As a philosophy, pragmatism has been around for nearly 150 years. The philosophy begins with the idea that it is unhelpful (if not impossible) to make any claim to justify behavior based on fundamental truths about the world.31

Let me put that idea into more familiar environmental terms. On the one hand, you have the fundamental claim of utilitarianism, instrumentalism, consequentialism. Whatever specific name you might give it, this is the claim that we need to protect the environment because of the benefits to humanity in doing so. On the other hand, you have claims of inherent or intrinsic rights—we need to protect the environment because other life (or ecosystems) have rights that we must not abridge, or that we have a duty to protect.32

These two perspectives describe fundamental, fixed truths—foundational principles that arguably dictate behavior. A pragmatist, however, would remind us that the world is full of diverse values—some people believe one way, others believe the opposite, and many believe something entirely different. Pragmatists argue that we cannot say who is right, indeed it may be that nobody is right, so we respect the subjective plurality of values and not try to decipher just one nominally objective value.33

There is much more to pragmatism, but this is not a philosophy lesson, and if it were, I would not be the most qualified teacher. So let me move quickly away from academic philosophy and into an idea of my own conception where I cannot get myself into as much trouble.

Pragtivism is the intersection of pragmatism and activism, but it is also something much more specific than that. It is a specific type of activism that describes itself as pragmatic, but does not necessarily have anything to do with pragmatic philosophy. Pragtivism does, however, have some consistent, identifiable traits. That is, those advocacy organizations that tend to identify themselves as pragmatic—and that I call pragtvist—do indeed operate under a unique philosophy, albeit one that I am defining post hoc, not one that these organizations have carefully detailed themselves.

Pragtivism has three main components. First, is a commitment to environmental protection. It is important to remember that these are environmental organizations with a clear goal of environmental protection. The second component is a nominal rejection of dogma and ideology. I expect this is the reason pragtvists affiliate themselves with pragmatism: because the philosophy demands that we eschew dogmas. I consider this a nominal rejection because the mere commitment to environmental protection, the act of having a mission, is an ideological commitment in itself. There is an additional ideological commitment that I will I will return to later.
The third component of pragtivism is that pragtvists promote and use a specific set of tools. The tools of pragtivism are probably familiar to those working in private environmental governance. These tools are economic and market-based programs, corporate partnership and collaboration, regulatory flexibility, avoidance of litigation, and so-called “win-win” solutions. All of these are tools that pragtvists imply are only available to them because they reject the dogmatic constraints of traditional, unpragtivistic environmentalism.34

I am sure this is obvious by now, but I am skeptical of pragtvism and I therefore want to offer a few critiques. I will then conclude with a framework for improving pragtvism, a framework that I think is relevant to private environmental governance as well.

I begin my critique by briefly returning to the Dunes Sagebrush Lizard. A lawsuit regarding the lizard made its way to the U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Columbia.35 The court’s opinion reflects the way pragtvist rhetoric can influence judicial decision-making and possibly displace more demanding environmental protection. This is one of the main reasons I think this is an important topic—it is not as if these strategies begin and end in philosophical waxing. The way we talk about private environmental governance, about environmentalism as a whole, filters out to the public, lawmakers, and judges, and influences their thinking as well. You have all probably seen some of U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (“EPA”) Administrator Scott Pruitt’s comments on EPA shortly after his appointment, including his assertion that EPA may not have the tools to accomplish certain environmental goals.36 Pruitt may have gotten this idea from environmental advocates who have similarly been saying that new strategies in private governance are essential because the federal government does not have the tools to deal with twenty-first-century environmental problems.37

Returning to the lizard, the D.C. Circuit Court approved the Texas Conservation Plan as a way to “engage private businesses in conservation efforts”38 and essentially apologized for the Plan’s shortcomings by saying that the plan “may not be foolproof, but neither is every regulatory regime.”39 Here are clear pragtvist talking points—the same points EDF made in supporting the Texas Conservation Plan. First, if a policy engages business, then that is a good thing and a sign of value in-and-of itself. Second, the court treats ideology as too impractical. We cannot strive for perfection, the court seems to say, so something less than perfect is fine. I agree. But neither the court nor EDF really give an indication of how imperfect environmental protection can be before it is simply not good enough.

Although pragtvists often caveat promotion of their ideology by promising that the environment needs a whole spectrum of environmentalism, and they promise they are not repudiating more stringent environmental regulation, environmentalists are always competing for the hearts and minds of courts, policymakers, and the public. For this reason, we need to be careful about how our words actually influence this competition.

This brings me to my second critique. In 1986 Fred Krupp, the president of EDF, wrote an important piece in the Wall Street Journal.40 Krupp argued that it was time to transition to a third stage of environmentalism.41 The first stage, according to Krupp, was Teddy Roosevelt’s wilderness conservation.42 The second stage was Rachel Carson’s human and ecological health protection.43 His third stage is more or less what I am now calling pragtivism.44

This was a groundbreaking, thoughtful essay that captured so much of the history of environmental policy in just a few hundred words. Despite its thorough and clear-eyed assessment, Krupp’s telling of this story misses one major piece of the purpose of second-stage environmentalism. When the second stage came along it was not only the new science—the new ecological awakening—that was important; it was also about a just and accountable process.45

To explain briefly: the so-called second stage gave us our central environmental law. It gave us the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, the Endangered Species Act, and more. These laws don’t just protect health and the environment, they establish new mechanisms of governance to combat the problems of agency capture. The new mechanisms of governance limited administrative discretion by creating strict timelines, establishing ratcheting, science-based standards, and, perhaps most importantly, allowing the public to break industry’s grip on administration by permitting citizen suits.46

When pragtvists sing the praises of partnership, flexibility, and private governance, they are not offering something entirely new (although perhaps it is improved). They are offering something old. They are offering environmental policy as it existed before the “second stage.” It was this old form of environmental policy that was demonstrably ineffective for environmental protection and that necessitated the
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second stage in the first place. In this way, pragativism is moving environmentalism backward, not forward.

That is the core of my second critique: pragativism is downplaying, if not ignoring, past failures, and repackaging these failed tactics as the heart of their ideology.

I am reminded here of what Tom Lyon argued at the Shapiro Symposium. He argued that there is no evidence pragmatists are more effective than traditionalists. Well, he said there are no case studies of truly effective private environmental governance, but I prefer to understand that as a commentary on pragativism. In either case, the point is that whether looking back at pre-second-stage environmental policy or current practice in private environmental governance, the evidence of widespread and meaningful success is disappointing. This, then, is a call for pragativists to look closely at experience from decades ago and from today and think about what does and does not work.

The third and final critique is that pragativism does not really reject dogma, it merely substitutes one dogma for another. It substitutes “what works” (i.e., the path of least resistance), for more values-driven efforts. My practical concern here is that when pragativism takes values out of the equation in an effort to compromise, it becomes too easy for policy to backslide. Values, I argue, make for stickier policy. On the other hand, when “what works” is the touchstone of your philosophy, you let others decide what actually can work. You wait for others to say “ok.” That is not a good strategy.

What works to get the oil and gas industry to move forward on the dunes sagebrush lizard? Will enforceable government regulations work? No. Will enforceable private standards work? No. But a confidential, voluntary, and unenforceable plan works to get agreement, so this is where pragativists are likely to land again and again.

Now let me walk all these critiques back just a little. The things that pragativists advocate, particularly private governance, are necessary but not sufficient. Perhaps as academics, we have an obligation—an obligation that the judiciary certainly has—to see all sides of an issue, to assess policy in a practical way. But that is not the obligation of advocates who are supposed to have ideas that shape the tenor of debates. And I say “tenor” very intentionally. Advocates should provide substance, but the tenor, the values, and the energy of a debate are equally important. Thus, advocates need to create the excitement that will change the public dialogue. If advocates are turning away from that responsibility, where is the big, transformative ideas come from?

To address all these concerns, I have tried to come up with a series of challenges. I put these challenges to pragativists, and ask them to consider each when they are contemplating their own advocacy strategy.

At base, I want pragativists to stop implying they do not have any ideology or philosophy. They do—we all have implicit modes of decision-making. But pragativists deny it. To paraphrase pragmatist philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce: it does little good to ignore our own philosophical motivations, to pretend they do not exist. If we do that, we end up with sloppy, uncritical ethics.

I ask pragativists to recognize, consider, and refine their own dogmas rather than deny them. To that end I offer the following list to help with that self-reference and refinement of any policy, partnership, or project:

1. TRANSPARENCY: Is the policy transparent? How did the pragativist arrive at the policy and does the implementation of the policy have a degree of transparency?

2. ACCOUNTABILITY: Is the private party responsible, answerable, and accountable if they do not follow through on their promises of environmental protection?

3. MONITORING: Are there provisions for monitoring policy implementation? Is there data-gathering and availability? Are there means for adapting policy based on monitoring information? Is there third-party access to data?

4. OUTCOME AGGREGATION: Would it be acceptable if every environmental policy followed the same template as the policy in question? In other words, would the environmental outcomes of a single policy be sustainable if that policy were replicated widely? Would we be congratulating ourselves if every threatened or endangered species were subject to the voluntary and confidential terms of the Texas Conservation Plan?

5. PRECAUTION: Does the policy embody reasonable precaution? This is not about the precautionary principle, per se, but about considering future costs of the policy. Does it rely on speculative future contingencies such as future market conditions, political balance, corporate leadership, or brand value? And if the predictions about those contingencies are wrong, what would be the environmental costs?

6. CONFIDENCE: Is there good reason to have confidence in a private sector partner? Has the partner demonstrated a commitment to environmental protection in the past? If the partner has a good track record, less rigor is probably needed; if it has a bad track record, more rigor is wise.

7. PARTICIPATION: Do the processes of policy development and implementation make room for public participation?
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8. STRATEGY: What is the strategic impact of a policy? How does it influence future negotiations? If a policy is thin and speculative, does an activist praise it or accept it grudgingly?

9. SIGNALING: Finally, does the policy, or the rhetoric around the policy, communicate important environmental values or some other nonenvironmental values? Does support for a policy tell the public that neo-liberalism is the goal, and the environment is merely an accidental beneficiary, or that environmental protection is the goal? Policy changes behavior, it reflects values, but it also drives values. Does the policy in question engender environmental values?

My top priority with this framework, with this entire line of research and criticism, is to keep environmentalism diverse. If I am skeptical of pragtivism, or of private environmental governance, it is only because I see how successful it has been in winning the minds of environmentalists, and I want to make sure that the environmentalism does not go too far in any one direction. Some movement in that direction is good, but not too much, because there are traits of traditional public governance that we do not want to lose.

Therefore, what I hope this framework will do is keep some of the most important aspects of traditional public environmental law in the sightline of those advocating for more private environmental governance. There can be no doubt that we need private environmental governance, but that does not mean that we can press private governance into the service of every public problem. No doubt people at the Shapiro Symposium understand this, but does that understanding filter out to the public and policymakers?

When Scott Pruitt says EPA's job is done,\(^50\) maybe he is hearing and manipulating ideas of pragtivism and private governance. Certainly, our traditional laws have accomplished a great deal: they have picked the low-hanging fruit. But, as my colleague Dan Esty has compellingly argued—as the concept of private environmental governance implies—we need a new approach for new problems, for the high-growing fruit.\(^51\) Indeed, we do, but we have to remember that the low fruit regrows every year, so EPA's job is never done. The new approach, whatever it is, must complement but not displace the traditional approach.

Likewise, there are traits of the traditional approach that probably should be part of any new strategies for environmental governance. This is why there are traits of public governance, particularly around public engagement, embedded in my framework. Public engagement, on public or private governance, can build more robust policy, more public satisfaction, and can help sway values. Ultimately, whether private or public, the best environmental behavior comes when there are deeply held environmental values. But we may be neglecting and then losing some of those values as we eagerly reach for a new strategy. While we try to woo folks with seemingly different values to become part of our new approach, we need to be exceedingly careful not to lose the consensus that got us where we are today.

---
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